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Agenda for Survival
is an inter-disciplinary month-long summer certificate programme conducted by the
Centre for Science and Environment and focuses on environment and development issues.
Its objective is to facilitate its participants to understand and critically evaluate issues that lie
at the interface of some of the different environment, development, policy and poverty issues.
The course gives the participants a first-hand opportunity to listen, discuss and participate in sessions with
leading academics, policy pundits, lawyers, grassroots activists and also with members of CSE's research and
advocacy teams. The course which involved a field trip to Kinnaur in Himachal Pradesh provided a taste of some
of the issues of the ‘real’ India to the participants.
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From the editors’ desk
Janhavi Sharma and Mukund Rao

t a time when disputes and debates about our idea of
development and the environment are becoming
increasingly pertinent, the Centre for Science and
Environment’s programme titled the Agenda for Survival has
proved to be a platform for us to gain an in depth
understanding of some of the issues that plague India today.
The course which entailed lectures and discussions with leading
academicians, policy pundits, grassroots activists and members
of CSE, has indeed turned out to be a very enlightening
experience. It was a blend of classroom lectures, field trips,
group presentations, writing and research. The course was
interdisciplinary and this helped us learn about environmental
issues both from a scientific as well as a social science approach.

But we saw the sparkling blue water turn into a muck filled
gutter through the foothills: ‘developmental’ projects like
hydroelectric dams were maiming them and give grim
reflection of the larger picture of development in the district.

Not only have our interactions with the people working in the
field proved very educative, but so have our dialogues with our
fellow participants. The programme acted as a medium to bring
together participants from different academic and geographic
backgrounds. This has truly made the course special. The
exchange and flow of thoughts and
ideas through our interactions have
imparted on us a more holistic
understanding of the issues and I am
sure that all of us have left this course
more enriched and informed of the
real issues than we were before.
environmental sustenance factor in?

Lying on the Indo-Tibetan belt, Kinnaur is an intriguing mix
of Buddhism and Hinduism. This is reflected in their festivals,
worship trends and art. Kinnauri handloom has become a
tourist attraction because of its arty and intricate designs. But
how much is the development bug affecting traditional
uniqueness? Are machines
overtaking the indigenous
ways a Kinnauri life functions?

A

The Kinnauri economy depends primarily on the market of
apples and Chilgoza nuts, and interestingly, both these
agricultural products are exported to other countries. Trout
farming is another newly introduced trend that occupies a
Kinnauri farmer today. We were led to ask, how much does
dust from construction harms crops and impairs agricultural
productivity in the district? And how is the trout’s journey
downstream obstacled by dams?

ABHISHEK JAIN

There is also the greater
question of whether the next
generation will actually be
interested in the region’s
unique cultural wisdom and
We now realize that environment is
remain its environmental
not limited to fancy protocols and
stewards – will the medicinal
conventions in Cancun and
herbs that work wonders now
Copenhagen but is a part of our
be just weeds some years down
daily lived experiences. No longer
the line? As in urban centres,
do we look upon the environment
a growing inter-generational
as something that is exclusive of the Environment and development: Tear down the fence
gap and differing interests
human being and in need of
between the young and old
‘conservation’ and ‘protection’. We now realize that there is a
seem to threaten the existing heritage of Kinnaur. Leisure folk
little bit of environment in everything we see, hear and do.
tales and superstitions that invite curious minds today might be
This debate drew a group of us to the appropriately titled
lost in the loud honks of development. An interesting feature
“Agenda for Survival” programme conducted by the Centre
on this note is the tourism that changing times have brought
for Science and Environment at Delhi.
to Rispa: irrespective of enormous economic benefits, are locals
justified in their fear of outside influences on their tradition,
A weeklong visit to Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh
values systems and natural resources?
helped us understand the complexities of these issues, and
observe ground realities. This, and our in depth interaction
hillScribe is our attempt to uncover and report some of these
with Kinnauri life, led to a barrage of question that motivated
concerns and stories from the hills of Kinnaur.
the articles in this magazine.
Throughout the past one month Aditya Batra, Sharmila
Being a relatively prosperous district with a rich cultural
Sinha, Mr. Bains and the entire CSE team has supported
lifestyle, Kinnaur highlighted how the social, economic and
and guided us through this learning experience. We are
environmental aspects of any issue are deeply intertwined with
grateful to Surender Singh for his help in designing this
each other. A youthful Satluj, with gushing blue water, was our
magazine. We are indebted to them for making our
companion as we journeyed through the villages of Kinnaur.
experience at CSE a memorable one. ■
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Azad Kashmir to Azadpur Mandi
Journey of a Kinnauri apple
Satvika Kumbhare
pples grow on three altitudes- lower
elevation, mid elevation and top
elevation. The apples grown on lower
elevations are mainly rain fed, this
makes their production very erratic; rain
and hailstorms cause vulnerability in the
production of apples.

A

The Kinnaur apples go through a long
process before they reach the market.
From the time the small green fruits
appear on the tress, to the packaging
and selling, or even the cold chains of
the fruit, a lot of economics involved in
every phase. A Kinnauri farmer has to
put in his life’s hard workand care for a
sapling like his own child.

Merchants Association and Agricultural
Produce Marketing Corporation
(APMC) play a pivotal role here. They

In many cases of large orchards, the
apples are auctioned as soon as fruits
start appearing, companies send their
agents to do the bid for apples and once
they are auctioned, the farmer has little
control over what happens. The
grading, packaging, transportation and
shipping is taken care of by the
companies that have bought the yield.

“Inspite of being the superior
variety, the Kinnauri apple is
losing the battle to
Washington apples.”
help in regulating prices and making
sure prices don’t get distorted. As many
as two crore boxes were packaged and
sent from Kinnaur to various parts of
the country last year of which just 45
lakh managed to find a market in
Delhi. Every season produces a surplus
of apples. These are then stored in
warehouses. Two types of warehouses
are used, namely; cold storages were the
apples can be stored for two or three
months; and Control Atmosphere
Storages which are generally present at
the site of fruit harvesting.
SHWETA GANDHE

In India, Himachal Pradesh is the most
prominent apple producing region.
Kinnaur, a district in Himachal Pradesh
is strategically placed - on top elevation
and enjoys a good apple yield. This is
because of the fact that it is snow fed.
Snow is considered white manure for
apples. Kinnaur also enjoys the perfect
climate to grow apples. It is neither very
hot in summers nor very cold in winters
(for apple trees to grow). Also, there is
no rain or hail, hence there is no danger
of the apples getting damaged. Kinnaur
is therefore blessed with a strategic
geography and a conducive climate,
making the district one of the top apple
producing regions in India. Azad
Kashmir is a small mohalla in Sangla, in
Kinnaur that has apple orchards.

to be advantageous as the snow
provides the necessary moisture for
apple blossoms to bloom.

Kinnaur apples on a tree

In case of smaller orchards the farmer
himself does the harvesting, packaging
and selling of his produce.

Fertilisers and pesticides are a new
trend in Kinnaur, “Chemical fertilisers
are more popular than organic
fertilisers in the farming community
today” says a fertiliser shop owner Ajit
Singh Negi of Rekang Peo. Organic
fertilisers like vermicompost, neem,
iodine and tobacco are seldom used.

These smaller farmers are incapable of
going off to very far distances thus their
market scope is restricted to the local
markets in and around Kinnaur,
Rekong Peo or if he is lucky, Shimla.
The big companies transport their fruit
to markets as far as Mumbai. The small
and distorted fruits are sold to jam and
jelly companies. Thus all fruits find
their market. Sometimes the farmer
keeps a certain percentage for himself
too.

Apples take around six to eight months
to ripen. These months are very crucial
to the farmer. Snow fall during the
months of January or February prove

The farmers, who choose to market and
sell their produce themselves, play the
market differently. Certain unions like
Apple Exporters Association, Apple

Himachal Pradesh has huge cold
storage capacities developed by
companies like Concor and Adani. In
the control atmosphere storages, the
apples can be stored for around six to
eight months. The cold atmosphere
storages use ethylene exhausts which
clear the ethylene released by the fruit,
thus delaying ageing and prolonging
the shelf life. “The best fruit travels the
farthest” as said by Sandeep Mittal a
cold store house owner.
It’s surprising that even after being so
close to the Delhi only 15 per cent of all
the Kinnaur apples are sold in Delhi.
Most of the apples sold in Delhi come
from places as far as USA, China and
South Africa. Apples when imported
from the States are imposed to 50 per
cent tax duty. Apple merchants from one
of the biggest market in Delhi, Azadpur
Mandi, still to earn a profit from
imported apples than indigenous of
Kinnaur apples. Inspite of being the
superior variety Kinnaur apple are losing
the battle to Washington apples. ■
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Lament of the chilgoza
Pranati Gogoi and Udit Gupta

n probing further he says,
“Chilgoza contains penolic A and
0 per cent cholesterol used for reducing
weight
and
ideal
for
heart
patientsUnknown to the rest of India,
chilgoza pine (Pinus gerardiana) is a
major source of livelihood of Rispa, a
small but prosperous village in the
district of Kinnaur. The 40 kilometres
stretch from Tapri to Sasukar in Kinnaur
is the only place in the world, after
Pakistan and Afghanistan, where this rare
species is found. Chilgoza pine does not
need any irrigation or fertilizers, all it
depends on is snow. No wonder it is
exported to other parts of India and
Europe. The nuts from the cone are sold
as dry fruits for as high as Rs. 1200 a kilo.
What’s more surprising is that the tree
takes 30-40 years to give fruits. The
leftover cone is used as a biomass for
cooking by the local people and the oil
extracted is used for cooking. Moreover it

O

The collection and selling mechanism
of chilgoza that is an excellent example
of community sharing their resources
fairly, says Narendra Negi, former
pradhan (head) of the Rispa panchayat
of Rispa. “Almost all the chilgoza trees
are on common land and we have
around 100 households sharing them.
Every season the cone is collected by
few people of the community and then
distributed equally among all
households, who then sell them in cities
like Delhi, Chandigarh or to private
players who come to Rispa.”

SHWETA GANDHE

“Bhaiya sirf ek ped se dus hazar
ka munafa ho jaata hai” (I can
earn Rs 10,000 from only one
chilgoza tree), says 35-year-old
Randeep Negi, as he deals with
his customers in his small shop
in Indira market, in Rekang Peo.

is used traditionally in making garlands
for wedding purposes and other festivals.

Dust from construction harms the Chilgoza

dust and debris on the chilgoza trees
against which we protested and in case
of Karcham Wangtoo hydroelectric
project the company planted Ramenia
in the name of compensation after
removing chilgoza which is useless and
disturbs the ecological balance”.

But things have changed since the last
five years. Mountains and valleys
which were covered with nothing but
chilgoza lie barren. A series of
hydroelectric projects along with
adverse change in climatic conditions
are believed to be responsible for the
depletion of chilgoza, explains R.S Negi
of Himlok Jagriti Manch, “We have
rains in December!! This was
unimaginable a few years back… and
even the amount of snowfall has
drastically reduced.”

“In case of Karcham wangtoo
hydro electric project the
company planted Ramenia in
the name of compensation
after removing chilgoza trees,
which is useless and disturbs
the ecological balance.”

However, in Rispa the single biggest
reason are the number of hydroelectric
projects coming up, feels Uma Negi,
resident of Rispa. “They(NSL) threw

Before beginning the construction of
Tidong -1 the original DPR of NSL
(Nujiveedu Seeds Limited), the
company contracted for building the
project, estimated the cutting of 13,916
chilgoza trees. The forest department
allowed only 1261 trees to be cut; but
according to an August 2010 report of
the forest department, more than 2000
trees have been cut and 4815 more will
be cut if the project goes forward.

PRANATI GOGOI

A Chilgoza tree soaks up the sun. Inset: Chilgoza nuts
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They also suggested some measures such
as construction of ropeways to save trees
but as of June 2012 there is little sign of
a ropeway being constructed. This is
clearly the case of yet another false
promise, the consequences of which have
to be borne by those who have to pay the
high cost of such ‘development’. ■
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The matter received serious attention of
various state governments and some
states have taken steps to rehabilitate
the exotic trout in the streams. The
Himachal Government signed the
Indo-Norwegian Commercial Trout
Farming agreement in 1998 and
successful implementation of this
project has paved way for large-scale
farming of rainbow trout in icy cold
waters of the state.

Fish in troubled waters
Hydropower projects take their toll on the trout

MUKUND RAO

Newly hatched trout at the Sangla Fish Farm

Anurag Tiwari and Varun Kumar
rout (Rainbow and Brown) were
introduced by the British in 1909
to promote game fishing and soon the
fish became the glory of Beas, Sutlej
and Ravi rivers in the upper Himalayas
where no other fish species survived
because of the extreme cold. The
Rainbow Trout is iridescent and bluish,
with a broad purple longitudinal stripe
along the middle part of its body and
the back. There are also a few red spots
mostly above the lateral line and on the
tail, whereas, the Brown Trout is
brownish blue and spotted all over.

T

Normally trout is a fish of perennial
mountain streams of clear cool water of
high oxygen content (above 6 ppm). It
breeds in shallow slow-moving waters
but because of high mortality in natural
streams and difficulty of collecting the
young ones, the fish is usually bred
artificially in fish farms (hatcheries)
where ripe females are stripped of their
eggs and fertilized by the semen (milt) of
the males. After the hatching of eggs and
nurturing of fry to fingerling stage on
artificial feeds, the fingerlings are released
into natural streams for further growth.
Now, apart from sport fisheries, culture
of trout is increasingly being identified
as a commercial venture for table fish
production. In the last three to four
decades, however, a sharp decline was
observed in the catch on account of
multiple factors such as large scale road

construction in the valleys. It was
followed by the destruction of breeding
and feeding grounds of the fish, rapid
urbanization, fishing pressure, flash
floods in upper mountain regions and
the biggest of all - the emergence of
river-valley hydropower projects.
Trout has no life in stagnant water, and
thus, the construction of dams, which
reduces the flow of water upstream, is the
primary reason for the dwindling
number of trout. Reduced flow of water
due to these dams have adverse impacts
on the spawning of trout and the survival
of fry (young trout), that may fall prey to
birds in shallow water and mortality of
fry due to change in water temperature.

Fast facts
Himachal govt. is ready to fish out
the trout from dams.
Import of Arctic Charr from
Canada, a very temperature sensitive
(6-14 C) species of trout is another
initiative taken by government.
Trout breeding is carried out by
artificial insemination.
Artificial insemination is a process
in which ova from female and milt
from male is collected and mixed
into a bowl. The egg formed is
incubated at 10-12 C and delivered
into small square tanks. After 30-35
days the eggs get hatched.

Himachal
government’s
other
initiatives such as upgradation of
government farms; setting up of new
trout farming units in private sector
under Centrally Sponsored Scheme;
and Trout diagnostic laboratory at
Patlikuhl trout farm are lessons that
other states still have to learn.
“Apart from various initiatives taken by
the government, the production of
marketable trout (250-400 gram)
which two years ago would have
fetched them a profit of Rs.
4-5 lakh per annum is drastically
reduced up to Rs. 40-50,000 per
annum,” says Gopal Chawhan, field
assistant at Sangla trout farm. Broken
pipelines caused by floods in the upper
mountain areas two years back have still
not been repaired. “The newly
constructed dam on the river Baspa is
the root cause of the extinction of trout
along its tributeries,” Gopalji adds.
ESIA report of 100 MW Tidong-1
Hydro Electric Project says that under
Aquatic Ecological Management Plan,
NTPGL has deposited money to state
Directorate of Fisheries, for a fisheries
development plan. The plan includes
development of a fish farm at Sangla,
sustainable fisheries in Tidong-1
reservoir and adequate replacement of
riverine fish fauna through stocking.
But nothing has been implemented yet,
says Gopalji.
Though the government has done
much for the trout in Himachal, it
must increase the effectiveness of the
regulatory framework, and reconsider
the effect that dams have on the
population of the fish. Otherwise, the
trout in Himachal will remain soliciting
for their justice. ■
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Roads to development
Despite carrying trade, economy and lives on their shoulders, roads in Himachal also
represent reckless, state-sponsored development.
Dhaval Mehta
or a mountain state, Himachal
Pradesh has done considerable work
in providing its citizens with modern
roads. In fact, Hamirpur district in the
eastern part of the state has the highest
density of roads in the country. On
average, 55 per cent villages in each
district in the state ar accessible by
some sort of road. The figure touches
70 per cent in some districts. Multiple
players are intent on road building and
maintenance in Himachal: the Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojna, the Border
Roads Organization, NABARD, the
Central Roads Fund and the HP
Roads, among several others.

F

In effect, roads are the harbingers of
change to these rural and tribal
communities: with roads comes easier
access to food, education, health and
markets.
Seen as the first step towards
development of any region, roads are
highly
characteristic
of
that
development itself. Vidya Negi, a
famous mountaineer from Sangla, has
conflicted opinions of the good that

8

“The peace of the village was disturbed,
the air quality worsened, and inequality
grew as some of the more powerful
members of the village could siphon off
money, while others didn’t”. Though
his apple orchards have flourished from
the coming of quick transport, Vidya
Negi seems to miss the serenity of his
childhood Sangla. Though such an
attitude can be attributed to the friction
that change brings, it is rather telling of
deep flaws in the current model of
growth and development.
Celebrated as a stable connection to the
growing giant of India, roads are the

invisible hand that pulls rural
communities, often unknowingly, into
its cut-throat economic structure.
Irrespective of their positive benefits,
they lead to the slow taking over of
villages by this outside. Packaged snacks
such as chocolates and potato chips –
some even all the way from America –
creep into local diets, and bottled water
makes an appearance, as does dishtelevision, ‘modern’ cement-based
building material, the list is endless. In
effect, the village slowly moves from a
unique, identifiable cluster of houses to
another addition to the slowly
homogenizing blanket of a small Indian
town.
This is especially true for villages that
are tourist hot spots. Describing the
situation in Sangla, Vidya Negi says,
“When the tourists drive in on their
jeeps they expect not only the natural

Gaddi No. 420
Aamir Alam

For quite long Shimla has been an important
tourism destination especially during the
summer season from March to June. Obviously,
the taxi drivers of Himachal depend primarily
on tourism for their income. “Hamara tourism
ka to choli daman ka sath hain sir ji”, says
Sanjeev Kumar, a taxi driver, explaining how closely dependent a taxi driver is
on tourism.

MANJEETH RAI

Standing on her doorstep, a couple of
meters off the bumpy main road of
Rispa, Umma Negi explains the
importance of connectivity. “When the
first kachcha (unpaved) road came to
the village, our children had an easier
path to school and the journey to
Reckang Peo was easier”. In time, that
single road helped Rispa’s apple-based
economy flourish – transport for
fertilizer and produce wound through
the farms – to the point where today
almost every house in the village is
flanked by a modest car. “Now an
ambulance can reach our town in case
of an emergency, and we even get a
weekly supply of gas cylinders at the
foot of the road into town,” she adds.

roads have done to his town. “Though
they did bring in tourism and
employment, the village was never the
same after”, he says. This is evident in
the number of camps and hotels that
have sprung up around the village.

After growing up in Bilaspur, in southern Himachal Pradesh, and earning a
diploma from Kurukshetra University, he worked as a technician for a while, but
left his job to take up his passion for driving as a career.
Sanjeev says tourism has played an important role in the lives of taxi drivers.
“Tourism is much more then site-seeing”, he adds with a smile, talking about
an exciting tour with a foreign tourist, where they travelled for 52 days through
all of Himachal - which fetched him a grand tip of Rs. 3500.
He points out that he prefers foreign tourists to domestic ones as they are much
more considerate, both to drivers and the environment. “The best part is that
sometimes they even ask me to rest and to let them drive!” he says.
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Villages in the
network
The adjoining map shows the
percentage of villages in a
district that are accessible
by road.
Inspite of a booming apple
economy, spread across its
rural reaches, Kinnaur is the
least connected district in the
state.
New dams in the district are
slowly changing this statistic.
beauty of the Himalayas and the
unique culture of Kinnaur, but also
the food, water and facilities that they
left behind in their city homes.” Locals
must provide these resources, and
soon the village too gets caught in a
frenzy of rising income and
consumption, rather than sustainable
and inclusive development. What

“Celebrated as a stable
connection to the growing
giant of India, roads are the
invisible hand that pulls rural
communities into its cutthroat
economic structure”
Vidya Negi is pointing to is the critical
fact that though roads are cited by all
as promoting growth, their true
impact on socio-cultural and
economic relations inside a village,
and between a village and its
surroundings, is much greater. When
villagers are given or demand a road,
they are unaware of these coming
changes; later, a more ‘prosperous’
village has no place for such concerns.

This entire conundrum gains an
interesting angle in Himachal Pradesh,

“Most of the roads along the Sutlej have
been begun to be upgraded only since
the last 5-7 years, once the dams arrived.
When so many villages are not even
connected by roads, why must the
government support these big
industrialists, who have so many
resources anyway,” said Bahadur. It is
clear to the people that dams are the new
movers and shakers in Kinnaur. Apples,
tourism and whatever basic development
that came along with them is definitely
being side-stepped in state policy to
make way for the high-capital dams.
With high capital comes high growth,
but not necessarily high development.
The people of Himachal see this,
even in the bumpy history of their
roads. Hopefully, the government will
as well. ■

While everybody loves wide roads, they
are of little use in the hills after the
dams have been constructed. Traffic
never increases to levels that require
more than a two-way road, and often it
is plain dangerous to construct too
wide a road on the rocky, unstable
slopes. “The risk and occurrence of
landslides has increased after road work
for dam construction along many
routes,” says Bahadur, an immigrant
bus driver in Kinnaur who has been
operating buses for the last 15 years.
Many complain that dust levels have
increased, and travelling along the
roads being widened is a nightmare.
Many roads have been in a state of
upgradation and sanding for more than
a year now.
The irony of the development from

MANJEETH RAI

This deficiency, easily observable on a
policy level in Indian governance,
plays out perfectly in the smallest,
most touted unit of India – the village.

and especially Kinnaur district, with
the advent of large hydroelectric
projects. Many major dams come up
with private roads that are for the
exclusive use of the builders, and which
are often built by them. Clearances for
such projects are mired in controversy,
and roads are often used as levers to
gain advantage. In the case of the 100
MW Tidong-1 project built by NSL
Power, proposed road routes were cited
as ‘benefits’ to locals. Plans were
deliberately changed when the gram
sabha (village council) of Rispa initially
did not provide a ‘no objection
certificate – a new route was drafted
that would entirely skip the village.

dams is not lost on the locals of
Kinnaur. “Before the dam came, we
had a kachcha road for years. Suddenly,
when the dam was to built, the road
was made pukka (paved), at quite a
surprising pace,” said Umma Devi.

Roads in Himachal: Precarious going
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Weaving it goodbye
Janhavi Sharma

are quite interesting. People in Kinnaur
used the wool from their own sheep to
make the shawls. The wool then was
made into fine threads with the help of
‘charkha’ and then woven into shawl
with the help of khadi. It was a long
process which was laborious and more
importantly passionate. Now, because
of the rising temperatures of the
summer months, the sheep has to be
sent to higher altitude so they don’t
have to cut down the wool early.
Earlier, it took wool from minimum
two sheep for one shawl. Also the
natural dyes were made from locally
available resources but now colour
threads from Ludhiana being easily
available, is widely used, In fact, people
have even forgotten how the natural
dyes were made earlier. The esoteric
appeal is also lost with the symbols that
have become just geometric designs.

ike any quaint village that occupies
the geography of this incredibly
diverse country, farming and cattle
breeding seem to be the occupational
mainstay of the villagers in Kinnaur
district. However, Kinnaur also prides
itself on a rich artistic heritage of
woollen handloom weaving. These
woollen handlooms help not only to
fight the cold climes at the foot of the
Himalayas. They have also become a
fashion statement, especially for people
outside Kinnaur.

L

Traditionally Kinanuri attire consists of
dohrus (woollen sarees), pattoos (homespun tweed), Mufflers, Licchas (scarfs),
Mojas (socks), suthans (pyjamas),
picchayas (woollen shoes). Kinnauri
bride, supposedly the richest bride of
the country, is covered with these hand
woven woollens, with gold and silver
ornaments adding to the charm.

Kinnaur lies on a geography that is
influenced by Indian and Tibetian
cultures. The shawls are a reflection of
this. Earlier, the shawls were made using
five different colours, namely; red,
white, yellow, green and blue. They
represented the five elements - fire,
water, earth, ether and sky. There is
also a cryptic symbolism to these
shawls. The geometry captures the
religiosity, culture, and geography of
Kinnaur. There are symbols called
‘mandir’, ‘swastik’ which are sacred to
Hindus,
and
symbols
called

10
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Geographically beautiful, financially
prosperous and culturally rich, this
disrict has become a tourist hub.
Tourists are especially attracted to the
crown jewel of the Kinnauri handloom
crown – the Kinnauri shawl. The
vibrant blend of colour and the
intricate geometric design of the
Kinnauri shawls is a sight the eye longs
for. Additionally, these shawls are light
in weight, warm and soft in texture.
This dual nature that combines
aesthetics and utility has created a high
demand for the Kinnauri shawl.

From top: Yalu Bhutit, 62; Iradevi 35;
Brijman Panwar 20;

‘gyanakchangri’, which people say
means ‘Immortalisation of Dalai Lama’,
an ‘S’ looking symbol meaning
‘continuity of mankind’, ‘morpanja’,
‘tanka’, ‘panpe’ all sacred in some way or
the other. It is said that a Kinnauri
shawl if deciphered properly is a prayer
in itself. Sadly, of these many symbols
only a few are known to the present
generation. The passage of time has
eroded this art form of much of its life
and symbolism. Like these lost
meanings, is the art of weaving
Kinnauri shawls under the threat of
being lost or replaced by development
and our first world whims?
Yes the prophecy of development has
reached the hills of Kinnaur. The art of
weaving Kinnauri shawls has been hit
in its wake too. The changes that came
about in the way this shawl is weaved

The fading appeal of the art form is
obvious from the weavers of three
different generations. Yalubhutit, a
sixty-two year old woman in Rispa, said
she had learnt how to weave the shawls
when she was nine year old from her
mother. She makes them for herself and
her family and sometimes she weaves
one or two for others on order. She
follows the age old traditional methods
to make the shawls and spends almost a
month and sometimes two, weaving
one shawl, with astounding details and
dexterity. When asked if her sons or
daughters also learnt this art from her
she laughed and chipped, “They aren’t
interested; they don’t even live in the
village anymore.” She resigned herself
to the evolving nature of the economy
“padha likha zamana hai” (It is the age
of knowledge and technical jobs) she
said. For her though it was a passion, a
prayer.

From being a labour of
love, these shawls have
become mechanically
woven, mass produced
units of varying utility.
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made these shawls because there is no
choice, “too much work, too less money,
not much interest” is what he thinks of
his work. He will switch to another job as
soon as the opportunity arises.

JANHAVI SHARMA

A traditional Kinnauri shawl being woven

Then there is Iradevi, thirty-five year
old from Reckong Peo. She learnt
making shawls for three years, in a
training centre and now sells them to a
shop every month. She is a complete
professional and lacks as much passion
about the shawls as Yalubhutit. It’s her
job to make them so she makes them
to earn her living. She had no idea

about the motifs, what were they called,
why were they used but she
mechanically makes them.
Then there is Brijamn Panwar, a twnety
year old boy with a small shop dealing in
handloom at Reckang Peo. He learnt the
art of weaving shawls from his father. He
said he never went to school, and that he

So over generations, we’ve seen
perspectives change. From being a
labour of love, these shawls have
become mechanically woven, mass
produced units of varying utility. The
question though is, will the next
generation find this art worth learning?
Or is this art form going to die a slow
death, alone, silencing the celebration
and muting the pride of the Kinnauri
shawls forever? Kinnaur is waiting for
someone to take her culture and
traditions forward, because when
Yalubhutit is no more future
generations would at least have stories
to about the great Kinnauri shawl. ■

The townies of Rispa
Anubha Tewari
nce out from the cocooned life of
their village, the young girls of
Rispa village in Kinnaur district of
Himachal Pradesh have taken to the jet
set lifestyle of Shimla and Chandigarh
like a fish takes to water. Now back
home during school and college break,
they long for the vacations to get over.
Dressed in Salwar Kameez, they miss the
comforts of shorts and skirts – the dress
code of the city.

O

“I had my first exposure of clubbing and
late night parties in Chandigarh and
enjoyed it to the hilt”, says Shalu Negi,
22. This new found freedom may
however be ephemeral – many youth
here are pressurised to return to the
village, where people and time seem to
stand still. “What is the point of
studying so hard if at the end of the day
I have to come back here”, she says.
Many chaff at having to follow
traditions and age-old social customs
even after their education. “Why can we
not look for our compatible life partner
from any caste or creed? Why should we
perform the traditional back breaking

daily chores earmarked for women in
their society,” says Shalu Negi. The
young educated girls also raise their
eyebrows at the age old custom of
polyandry, which until recently was
common here - a woman married to
several men in a family.
“I prefer a Domino’s Pizza any day over
the local Kinnauri apple,” quips Rhea
Negi, 19. Even their younger siblings
aspire to follow in their footsteps. “I
can’t wait for my 18th birthday, for only
then will I be allowed to go to the city”,
Preeti Negi, Rhea’s younger sister.

“Why can we not look for our
compatible life partner from
any caste or creed? Why should
we perform the traditional
back breaking daily chores
earmarked for women in
their society,”
Parents have enough money from
farming to afford to send their children
to big cities. “The quality of education
is not good in the village and we want

more exposure for our children to the
outside world”, Narendra Negi, the
former sarpanch of Rispa.

“The quality of education
is not good in the `village
and we want more exposure
for our children to the
outside world”
“As long as they come back and settle
here, I don’t really care if they go out for
higher education. Once these girls go
out to the city, experience the life, they
will then understand how good life back
home is,” says a grandmother, the family
elder.
Many young girls face a dilema –
age-old customs on one side and
education and urban exposure on
the other. “Nobody can go back and
start a new beginning, but anyone
can start today and make a new
ending.” The prophetic words of Maria
Robinson, Ireland’s first woman president
holds equally good for the young girls
of Rispa. ■
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Whence
the farm?
Anurag Tiwari and Varun Kumar
ispa is a relatively prosperous
village in Himachal Pradesh with
80 families, each owning about 5.6
hectares of land on average. Their local
economy primarily depends on
chilgoza and apples. Chilgoza (Pine
nut) and apples grown here are sold in
many parts of country and exported
even to other countries, including
Japan and Singapore.

R

Farmers in Rispa use both old organic
farming
methods
and
more
contemporary farm technologies.
Laying emphasis on quality, organic
farming especially growing seasonal
vegetables is done in poly houses,
which increases productivity. This
method has proved more profitable as
compared to the usual green
revolution technologies -- use of
chemical fertilizers and pesticides for
better yield and plentiful irrigation.
Being fully dependent on bio
fertilizers and vermi-compost, there is
a remarkable demand for the area’s
organic fruits and vegetables in the
international market.

With an annual income of Rs. 50-60
lakh, the farmers in Rispa are rich
enough to send their children to major
cities in India to pursue their higher
studies. “The young generation after
getting higher education are supposed
to be much more at ease with change
and complexity than their elders, and
therefore they often have the ability to
adapt quicker to working in different
circumstances
and
climatic
conditions,” says Narendra Negi. “The
youth are much more computer
literate than their elders and they are
faster learners of new technologies.
They are typically more aware of new
products and modern tools and are
more likely to experiment and adapt”.

So farms Mr. Negi
“This little farming on about 1 ha of
land is quite enough to grow the best
variety staple food like wheat, ogla,
phafra (buck wheat), barley, kankani,
cheena, maize, chollair and bathu, the
principal pulses like peas, black peas,
mash and rajmah and vegetables like
cabbage, turnips, peas, beans,
pumpkin, potato, okra and tomato
and some other
wild green
vegetables. Fruits like grapes, pears,
apricots are also commonly seen.”

But his daughter’s views are quite the
opposite. “I hate it here,” says Shallu.
“I wish my parents didn’t insist on my
return,” she said.
Even though horticulture and
agriculture is profitable for Rispa’s
farming community, few of the village
youth seem to be willing to return to a
life of agriculture in the village; they
prefer white collar or jobs in the IT
sector. This is mostly due to
uncompetitive wages and the
physical labor associated with work
in the sector.
Narendra Negi says that the perception
of the youth must change from viewing
it as a dirty job for old people of the
village, to one that can be a source of
livelihood, food security, a means to
create jobs, and a great opportunity
to innovate. ■

ABHISHEK JAIN

Farmers hard at work in Kinnaur. But what of the next generation?
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MANJEETH RAI

The Baspa II outflow tunnel: Providing electricity, but at what cost?

hen Nehru called dams the
“temples of modern India”, our
country was eyeing the economic value
that dams are supposed to contribute
to the nation; but what of the region in
the immediate vicinity of the dam?
Though hydroelectricity is touted as
being ‘green’ and ‘clean’, there are
significant environmental fallouts from
hydropower projects. Kinnaur is seeing

Moreover, in the valleys of Himachal,
people rely more on local springs rather
than precipitous rivers for their daily
activities and for irrigating their lands.
The fact that Sutlej is not directly
connected to the lives of people has
become a major issue, since its nonutility has pushed it out of the agenda
of activism and protests against dams.

these fallouts, as a long list of hydel
projects, such as Baspa II, Karcham
Wangtoo, Naptha-Jhakhri, Tidong I,
begin to call it home.

It
is
also
interesting to note
how dams have
changed the local
power structures. The
‘politics’ of environment
and
the
excuse
of
development (who doesn’t want
a shining, surging India?) make it easier
for large companies to dilute the
process of Environment Impact
Assessment into a ritual. Activists often
point towards the widening gap
between the rich and poor as a result of
the unequal, and often unethical,
sharing of profits from the dam. This
has disrupted harmony in the
communities of Kinnaur. The conflict
for resources is not only between the
community
and
construction

W

While some in Himachal argue that
dams boost up the economic value of
the region by changing the place into a
tourist hot-spot and introducing
modern infrastructure. However,
when a hydroelectric project is
commissioned, a district’s losses begin
with the destruction of its territorial
ecosystem, in the form of chopping
down its forests, blasting through its
mountain and diverting the course of
its
river.
Destroying
riverine
populations and displacing a couple of
villages, dams don’t do much good for
their surroundings.

companies, but also between people for
monetary benefits.
From a cultural point of view the
construction companies identify
themselves with the beliefs of the
region. They construct religious
institutions like temples and
monasteries,
perform
religious

ceremonies in their dam site, and even
decorate their walls with Hindu or
Buddhist hymns. Many in surrounding
villages are won over this way.
Over the next nine pages, Abhishek
Jain, Shweta Gandhe, Akshath
Jitendranath, Rangla Adam, Manjeeeth
Rai, Stanzin Namgil, and Chandni
Chandran take a closer look at these
interacting features as they play out in
Kinnaur. ■
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Lambar, a small village near Moorang, in the Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh welcomes its admirers with the gushing sound of the pristine
Tidong Khad (stream). Fed by snow melt, the Tidong Khad is a tributary of the river Sutlej. The future of this stream is bleak with the proposed
construction of the 100 MW run-of-river hydro power TIDONG-I which will inundate the area. This project seeks to harness the hydro
potential of the stream in its lower reaches between the villages of Lambar and Rispa.
Abhishek Jain and Shweta Gandhe interviewed Narendra Negi, the ex-sarpanch of the village of Rispa and Mr. Rathi, the civil-subcontractor for
TIDONG-I, to find out their perspectives on the dam and its various spheres of influence.

DISCUSSING DAMS
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Dams and Economy

On each other

Dams & Communities

Over the years, the hydro-projects
across Himachal have contributed
significantly to the economy of state. But
its play on the ground doesn’t really affect
the local economy to a large extent.
Narendra Negi says, “It provides an
additional source of income, but mainly to
the already opulent people. People employ
their transport carriers and usually take up
work contracts.” But dams don’t provide a
permanent source of employment to a
significant section of society. The number
of both direct and indirect jobs created by
dams is negligible.

For Narendras Negi these development
professionals are brown English men.
Narendra Negi says, “Pehle gore angrezon
ne bharat ko loota ab kale angrez loot rahe
hain (First Englishmen had devastated the
nation, now black Englishmen are doing
so)”. He opined that industrialists look at
the problems only through the lens of
economics. Compensation is not a just
solution for damaging one’s habitat. He
continues, “Emotional attachments of the
communities to their environs don’t mean
anything to them”.

Hydroelectric projects have changed the
sociology of communities in a big way.
According to Sushma Negi, a mid-age
Kinnauri woman from the village Rispa,
“Companies adopt the age old divide and
rule policy. They target some influential
people in the community and shower them
with rewards”. Discussing the issue with an
ex-pradhaan, he pointed out a very realistic
remark “jab malai kuch khaate hain to
chaach to baakiyo ko bhi mil jaata hai
(When few have the cream, other do get
the buttermilk)”.

Mr. Rathi has a contrasting perspective to
offer. He says, “The locals are naive and
uneducated. And we take advantage of
this fact and get No Objection
Certificaters (NOCs), before they
actually realize the consequence of the
dam (to their lives)”. He elaborates that
as the communities start realising the
scale of the projects and its impact on
their lives, their demands increase.
Conflict resolution and accepting some
of their demands become essential for the
companies to sustain there .

Mr. Rathi doesn’t seem to disagree with the
locals on this point. He thinks that ‘leaders’
mobilise the masses for their personal benefits
and not for the larger interest of the
community. He also adds on, “We have
multilevel structure through which the
community approaches us, so that all their
demands and complaints filter up as they
reach us. If we find the complaint or the
problem really big and genuine, we try to find
out a solution to the problem.” Conflict
resolution and accepting some of their
demands become essential for the companies
to sustain there. ■

“Hydro-projects is a lucrative business in
Himachal Pradesh”, says Mr. Rathi. The
initial investment of hydro projects is about
Rs. 80-85 million/MW and the monthly
rate of return is around Rs. 0.8
million/MW. Thus the usual payback
period of such projects is about 5-6 years.
Since all the private projects are developed
on a Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) basis,
government takes over the project after the
contract term, which usually varies
between 20-40 years. Mr. Rathi continues,
“Mostly the international economic
organisations like World Bank and IMF
fund these projects on the grounds of
‘Green Energy’ & ‘Social Welfare’, making
the interest rates tend to minimal.” But the
economic benefits of these projects don’t
seem to percolates to the lower levels of
society, especially the displaced and
affected communities; the maximum
compensation
to
the
‘affected’
corresponding to their loss of shelter is a
meagre amount of Rs.37,000.

We are not against
development, but
it should be
carried out in a
responsible
manner.

Dams and Environment
Elaborating the villagers’ perspective on
construction of dams, Mr. Negi says, “We
are not against development, but it should
be carried out in a responsible manner”.
When centuries old pine-nut trees are
chopped down to build a dam, no
forestation plan ever takes in to account
that it takes 40 years for a pine-tree to
mature before it starts bearing nuts.
According to R S Negi, “When it comes to
devastating the environment, developers
often go beyond the permissible limits
(permission was only to cut 1100 but they
cut 2100 trees in the area)”.
For Mr. Rathi, environment destruction is
a necessary evil. “Yeh sab to chalta rehta hai
(All this is a part and parcel). If you are
going to construct something, the
deforestation and environmental damage
is ought to happen.”

The locals are naive and uneducated,
we take advantage of this fact, before
they actually realize the consequences
of the dam.
15
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Still in
service for
his people
Akshath Jitendranath

T

he idea of develoent is a contentious one. Its nebulous
nature is playing out in Himachal Pradesh. The state
has a thriving local economy, exceptional performance
on social indicators, and compared to the political volatility
elsewhere, the state is peaceful. This should be an ideal
development model. But this isn’t the case. Over the past few
years a global idea ofdevelopment has been imported into the
hill state, symbolised by hydroelectric projects that have
sprung up along the Sutlej basin. Six projects have been
commissioned, 10 are under construction, and 14 have been
proposed. If carried out, they will silence the roaring Sutlej
and render it lifeless, causing devastation to local
communities and life forms that depend on it for their
survival.

SHWETA GANDHE

Think of people
before profit!
This global idea of development embodied by the monolithic
dams that dot the valley have led to a societal churn. It is in
this backdrop that a retired bureaucrat, R S Negi, 71, has
been pitchforked into a role that pits him in oppostion to
dams in Kinnaur district. A frail man with a sun-wrinkled
face, Negi travels from village to village with a single agenda:
“I want to create awareness among my people about what is
happening to them.”

R S Negi

The strategy he uses is simple, “I go to a village and speak to
people there. I tell them, ‘this is the first time I’ve come to
your village to speak to you about the dams -- what they are
and how they’ll affect you. This is the first time I have come
uninvited, so please bear with me. But if you want me to
come a second time and speak more about the dams and their

After teaching for five years joined the Himachal
Administrative Service
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Born in Kinnaur district in 1941
Educated at the government school and college in
Rampur
Started career as a teacher in Rampur

Subsequently joined the 1974 batch of the Indian
Administrative Service
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Himachal Pradesh doesn’t have too many income
generating resources. The Government has realized letting
hydroelectric projects operate is a good source of income
for the exchequer.
effects, you will have to call me. I will not be an uninvited
guest forcing my views on you.”
R S Negi holds Kinnaur dear to his heart. “Here is where
everything started. I was born here, educated here. It is from
Kinnaur that my identity flows.” He started his professional
life as a teacher in 1970 in the Government College, Rampur,
of which he is also an alumnus. While attending to his
teaching job he cleared the Himachal Administrative Service
exam in 1974, and was drafted into the Indian Administrative
Service (IAS) in 1977 from the Maharashtra cadre.
While in service, in deputation to the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs, R S Negi was once given papers of people who were
to be recruited on compassionate grounds. Their recruitment
papers were held in red tape for more than five years. He says
it was illegal for him to summon those papers and pass orders
of appointment, but he did it because it was the right thing
to do. It is in the same spirit of justice that defines his struggle
against dams in Kinnaur -- putting the fair thing to do ahead
of the profitable thing to do.
Post-retirement, he chose to come back to Kinnaur, to his
people, his orchard and his village. “I wanted to come back
home and work for my people” he says.
Back in Kinnaur R S Negi noticed a lot of political
sloganeering without any effective political debate. “Everyone
was engaging in zindabad – murdabad-type rallies sponsored
by political parties. No one was actively engaged in seeing
what these hydroelectric projects will do, or what their effects
will be on the Kinnauri way of life. I wanted to create
awareness and political participation,” he said. Negi started
the Him Lok Jagriti Manch (Himalayan people’s awareness
forum) – a campaign to create a politically conscious citizenry.
He has gained much good will and more importantly, he has
people listening to his message and pitching in to help.

To work effectively
with the youth, I had
to kill my ego.

“Negi sahib has been a God-send. We were getting frustrated
by the politicians here. Every political party has been captured
by corporations and corporate power. Kale angreezon ka
zamana hain (it is the age of the brown Englishmen). Only
Negi saab is interested in looking at what these dams are
going to do to our villages, our horticulture, and our chilgoza
trees,” says Narendra Negi, an anti-dam activist and former
gram sabha head of village Rispa in Kinnaur.
The nexus between corporations, political parties and the
rural elite is a recurrent theme encountered throughout
Kinnaur. This nexus operates like an oligarchy that has
captured democracy. “Corporations operating here are too

The Government is
fooling the people.
This is the biggest
grudge I have!
powerful. They set a price for everyone, and go around buying
‘No Objection Certificates’ for hydroelectric projects from
the villages that will be affected. The gram sabha has been
usurped by the rural elite. Dissent has been stifled using
government guns”, says R S Negi, who was arrested and jailed
for five days for leading a peaceful protest against the
Karcham Wangtoo hydroelectric project in 2007.
His time in jail and the broader experience of leading a
campaign against the government has changed his outlook.
“IAS officers have an ego, but to work here among the people,
especially youngsters, you can’t have an ego. I had to kill my
ego to work more effectively,” he says.
It is this humility and the lessons learned from the
Karcham Wangtoo agitation that will serve him well in
his activism against the corporate-government-rural
elite nexus that is growing stronger with the state’s
plans for 14 additional hydroelectric projects in the Sutlej
basin alone. “Corporations and the government are
fooling our people. That is the biggest grudge I have against
all of this.” ■
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Movement within Movements
Adam Rangla
he
Sutlej
river
originates in Tibet
and then enters India
from Khab in Kinnaur
district of Himachal Pradesh. Out of the 250 kilomet basin
in Himachal Pradesh up to Bhakhara Dam, 150 kilometre
stretch of Sutlej is in Kinnaur that will soon be dammed the
river will flow through tunnels. We will no longer be able to
see the Sutlej flowing in its natural course in the future. With
the construction and commissioning of many big and small
hydro electric projects in the region, there is strong people's
opposition and organized movements against this
environmental disaster under the banner of the Kinnaur
Sayukat Sangharsh Samiti and the Him Lok Jagriti Manch.
This story inclines to depict the strategies adopted by the

T

through awareness, workshops and meetings on balancing
development with protection of environment and people’s
ecological rights. The Manch does not entertain funding from
any agency so that the movement cannot be branded as one
fueled from outside. By doing so, the movements remained to
be seen truly as owned by the affected civilians. However, it
does not mean that uprisings are going on smoothly without
any hurdles. The Manch is facing impediments because of its
geographical setting and social dynamics while trying to bring
the people together for united protests against the projects.
Firstly, the region being mountainous, are poorly connected
and villages being secluded from one another stand as
natural barriers to organising the people for agitations.
Secondly, villagers are ignorant of their rights associated

Punishment posting turning into prized posting
Kinnaur is one of the twelve administrative districts, located in the eastern part of Himachal Pradesh.
The district is entirely hilly except few small, deep valleys in between. The river Sutlej carved deep
gorges through the high mountains.
It is located on the Indo-Tibetan border, surrounded by Tibet to the east and Garhwal Himalyan to
the south. “Posting of state machineries in the district was considered as a punishment so far, but
with the construction of many big and small hydro electric projects in the district, government posting
here has turned out to be prize posting since huge amounts of money are employed for bribery and
to shut dissenting voice”, claimed RS Negi, a retired IAS officer.
Therefore, posting in the region now is considered as a blessing in
disguise for the reason best known to all.

protest organizer particularly the Him lok Jagriti Manch
(HLJM), the challenges and difficulties the locals face, the
achievements and the current situation of the movement.
Unlike many other movement organizations, HLJM is
informally structured by few like-minded individuals. The
Manch appoints no formal leaders in order to avoid the risk
of repressive actions from the administration. The move
itself sounds strategic so that agitations could be sustained
evading detention and enticement of leaders spearheading
the movements.
The Manch strongly believes in the people’s strength.
Voluntary mass mobilizations in the region are carried out
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with ecology and natural resources. Thirdly, the long term
impacts of the projects are not visible to the people and
immediate impacts are few except displacement, dumping
of project debris and shrinking of water channels. Last but
not the least, division among villagers and between villages
is gaining ground thereby compromising on peace due to
monetary and other enticements like allotment of minor
contracts and employment from the project developers and
the state government. The villagers especially the influential,
village elites and their associates who are getting immediate
benefits are in favour of the projects and the poor who are
likely to endure the long term impacts are voicing their
dissent. The agitators including the organisers also have to
suffer from the repressive actions of arrest, lathi charge,
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Despite so many obstacles and challenges, the HLJM in alliance with
different stake holders somehow is capable of mobilizing the villagers to say
no to such environmental destruction.
water cannons, teargas and even shooting being resorted by
and environmental norms. The case is still pending in the
the administration. “Many protesters sustained injuries
High Court while on the other hand, project construction
while many others especially important leaders including
is going on in full swing. However, expressing doubts of
myself were taken to jail for five
getting justice from the
days, in a repressive action by
judiciary, R S Negi said,
“Many protesters sustained injuries while
the police to suppress the
“With the association of
protest”, said R S Negi,
political and money
many others especially important leaders
convener of HLJM.
powers with the projects
including myself were taken to jail for
we
have
less
Despite so many obstacles and
expectation
that
justice
five days, in a repressive action by the
challenges, the HLJM in
would be done in our
police to suppress the protest”
alliance with different stake
favour”.
holders somehow is capable of
mobilising the villagers to say no to such environmental
Due to the persistent collective efforts, the state
destruction and able to articulate the voice of the people to
government at least is pursuing a cumulative impact
the concerned authority in a democratic and non-violent
study of the projects along the Sutlej river basin
means such as submission of memoranda, meeting the
and its tributaries. Nevertheless, with the study group
concerned authority, media advocacy and writing articles.
solely composed of the government officials
Exploiting all possible options, a case was filed in the High
without due representation from the civil society,
Court of Himachal Pradesh against the authority regarding
transparency and accountability remain questions to
various irregularities concerning forest rights of the tribals
be answered. ■

Consent versus consultation
The Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act, 1996 states that there should be
no involuntary acquisition of tribal land without consent of gram sabhas. Under the Scheduled
Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, takeover
of land requires the consent of the local communities and the recognition of their rights. The
Environment and Forest Ministry's key body for allocation of forest land - the Forest Advisory
Committee - has formally accepted that it cannot permit diversion of forest land to companies
and government agencies without respecting the rights and legal powers of the local gram
sabhas (village assemblies). This means that no land can be diverted without resolutions
being passed by all affected gram sabhas (with at least 50% quorum) stating that the Act has
been fully implemented, all rights recognized and that they consent to the diversion. Article
10 of the United Nations Declaration on Indigenous People (UNDRIP) also states that
“Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly relocated from their lands and territories without
the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned”.
The word consent should not be misinterpreted as consultation. Public consultation is a means
to obtain consent of the affected people not an end in itself. The MoEF in many cases
proceeded with handing over huge areas of forest and forest lands to projects and private
companies without consulting or even informing those most affected the localcommunities.
In other different cases, we can find that the projectdeveloper and the authority conduct a
public consultation for namesake and report that they have obtained public consent. The
concept of consent had been widely misconstrued intentionally or unintentionally in order to
get away with the proposed projects and to exhibit that required procedures had been followed.
Consent has got deeper meaning and just public consultation is not the same as consent. ■
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evelopment activities, particularly the construction of a
series of hydroelectric power projects in the valley of
Kinnaur have had a major impact on the cultural beliefs of
people in the valley. Interactions with the Buddhist
communities of Rispa, Reckang Peo and Sangla villages of
Kinnaur, have highlighted some effects these development
projects have on their age old Buddhist practices.

D

Belief

The life and culture of Buddhist communities in Kinnaur is
themed strongly around religion. Religion is a dominant
force, and its manifestations are apparent in all aspects of their
social structure. It has been observed that the elements of
religion provide an incentive to the people to maintain the
status-quo in terms of traditional life. Religiosity people
believe provides them security under difficult conditions.
Religion in Kinnaur cannot be discussed in isolation of social
organisation, economic structure and political network.
People remain highly obliged to religious men, and they
respond favorably to the call of such people. Every day’s
mundane activities are shaped by their belief system.

“In Buddhism, greed (zadang), anger (dochak) and ignorance
(temuk) are called the ‘Three Poisons’ because, as the name
suggests, they poison whoever harbors them. These are forces
that keep the Wheel of Life turning and lead to suffering. Due
to ignorance (temuk) and lack of awareness, we the people of
Kinnaur couldn’t understand the negative impacts of the
construction of dam in the beginning. Due to the construction
of dams in the valley, more economic avenues have opened up
for the people. This leads to more greed (zadang), competition
and anger (dochak) among the local people. The local elites
like contractors and political leaders have started dominating
the voiceless local poor”,
laments R S Negi.

Gods
The Buddhists of Kinnaur
believe in gods and
goddesses along with
spirits. It is believed that
even petty gods or spirits
can bring good luck and
happiness to a person or
family. Every family has a
family god (lha) and all
villages have their special
deities. Most of these
village deities reside in the forests and mountains. More
specifically they reside in palaces high up in the mountains.
These gods are worshipped because they bring prosperity, good
luck and happiness to the village or community.
STANZIN NAMGAIL

“The majority of the population in upper Kinnaur is
following Buddhis (Bodh Dharam). We follow the Druk-pa
sect of Tibetan Buddhism. But our way of following
Buddhism
is
very
complex. On one side,
there are some spectacular
ritual performances; the
other consists of private
prayer and meditation,
the turning of prayer
wheels, circumambulation
of Gompas and Chorten
and the many other acts,
performed individually in
order to obtain merits. No
lamas are required to assist
in the daily ritual. The Chanting prayers at Rispa
houses contain private
chapels (Cho-kang), the members of the family light incense,
butter lamp and in the morning offer water in the seven brass
bowls arranged on the altar” says R S Negi.

Value Systems

“Our forests are full of sacred trees such as Juniper (shukpa),
and sacred springs, where our lha (god) resides. These trees
and springs are a part of our religious belief. We use shukpa as
incense in the village temple (gompa) and household alters.
We believe that besides the gods and goddesses residing in the
sky or on the surface, there exist spirits underneath the human
world or below the earth or oceans. A klu (water-sprit) is
potentially of benevolent disposition but if neglected or
offended can turn malicious and dangerous. A water source
or spring where klu is believed to reside is never damaged nor
is its water made dirty. Fishing around the spring is strictly

Samsara of Development
Stanzin Namgail and Manjeeth Rai chronicle the
cultural moorings of religion in Kinnaur and how ‘development’
is undermining the regions values, beliefs and way of life
20
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The Village Loan

MANJEETH RAI

Counting Money at Sangla

In the village Azad Kashmir in
Sangla, people have a unique
banking practice. The village temple
committee sets three days according
to the religious calendar on which
money is collected from every
household. These days fall during the
Asadek period of the calendar, which
generally falls in June-July. On these
three days, money is collected from
every household in the village.
Households contribute as much as
they can, with the standard practice
being the richer households
contributing more than the poorer
households. In 2012, fifteen lakh
rupees were collected through this
practice, with depositors receiving an
interest rate of 12.5 per cent. If
households can’t set aside an amount

prohibited. The fear is that we may sometimes go to the water
source where the klu resides and pollute the water. In that case
the klu would become furious and cause harm to the villagers.
The cleaner the water in the water source, the happier the klu
would be. But now because of the construction of a series of
dams in this valley, a number of these sacred trees have been
chopped down and the sacred springs have been destroying

(

Adherents of the Buddhist faith... are of
the opinion that once their environment
is devastated, it will definitely violate
their belief system.

)

to deposit, they are not eligible for
loans that are sanctioned from the
amount that is collected.
The money is collected in the chaki
or courtyard of the temple. Once
the total sum is collected, it is
presented to the depty (local deity)
and kept under its auspices for an
entire day. From here, the money is
shifted to the treasury. The
members of the temple committee,
specifically the Talangza (treasurer)
and the Kaid (secretary) are the
only ones who have access to
the treasury, and they monitor
the account. They are answerable to
the Mohtmy, or the owner of the
temple who generally belongs to the
Rajput caste. ■

Adherents of the Buddhist faith believe in the importance of
living in harmony with nature. They are of the opinion that
once their environment is devastated, it will definitely violate
their belief system. Further, it will lead to a loss of heritage
and uprooting of the culture of the Kinnaur valley. Before
this tribe is violently uprooted from their way of life by the
consequences of the ‘development’ model we’re chasing, as a
society we need to see this injustice, and speak against it. For
Kinnauris! For their culture! For their nature! ■

recklessly. This directly impacts the belief system. By annoying
the gods and deities in the forest we have to face the
consequences” opines Narendra Negi from Rispa.

Death and Beyond

ABHISHEK JAIN

When a family is bereaved of one of its members, the surviving
members set into motion the rites and ceremonies which,
though embedded in a framework of social obligations and
customs, are of an essentially religious nature. These
rites are performed according to certain sacred Tibetan texts.
The most usual form of the disposal of the dead is cremation.
They usually cremate on the bank of river and dispose
the ashes into the river. Now the river has dried up due to the
changing of direction of the river into tunnel for generating
electricity. That has adversly sffected their aged old ritual system.
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And speaking of the Sutlej...
How do the communities in Kinnaur connect with the Sutlej? Does this impact their
protest against dams and tunnels in the valley? Chandni Chandran explores:
utlej - its descriptions-the red river,
the longest tributary of the Indus,
one of the five mighty rivers that gave
Punjab its name, the child of Tibetan
mountains. The Sutlej you see today in
Kinnaur is not that mighty, youthful,
swift, Himalayan River of your text
books (or dreams); it has been tamed in
the name of green electricity. Taming is
justified on the grounds of economic
development. Kol Dam, Bhakra Nangal
Dam, Nathpa Jhakri Project and
Karcham-Wangtoo Dam feed on the
water of the Sutlej. They mercilessly
deposited muck in its vast basin. The
Sutlej limps, unable to stand the weight
of modernisation.

S

Elsewhere, Sadhus fast and sacrifice their
lives to protect the holy Ganga from the
construction of deadly dams on it.
Rehabilitation and compensation issues
which emerged as a result of Sardar

our brothers, and yours, and you must
henceforth give the rivers the kindness
that you would give my brother”
Surprisingly, these oft quoted words of
Chief Seattle become a mere
romanticised notion of community
living when you discuss how tribals in
the village of Rispa in Kinnaur district
interacted with the river Sutlej for ages.

There is also a geographic reason
behind these communities being
insensitive to thewoes of the Sutlej. All
villages are located on the higher slopes
and dams are built along the river,
protecting people from visible direct
effects. Unlike other tribal societies, a
Kinnauri ‘Negi’ derives his identity

“The river was always there. It
is too far for us to go and fetch
water, we depended on small
springs for water”

A 70 year old Rispa woman, Umma
Negi spoke about her generation’s
interactions with the river Sutlej. “The
river was always there. It is too far for us
to go and fetch water. We depended on
small springs and lakes like Leejan
Khad for water. Agricultural lands were
also drenched by the streams,” she said.
If you go ahead and ask the second
generation Rispa women, they will tell
you how convenient it is to use pipes
that bring water to every part of the
house. Their richness and prosperity

mainly from the rich Kinnauri
customs, their religion (which is a mix
of both Hinduism and Buddhism) and
the hills. Sutlej is neither a part of their
festivals nor of their folk tales.

CHHAVI SHARDA

The Sutlej flows through Kinnaur, its rocky banks and speed contained by steep slopes

Sarovar Dam forced people to agitate for
the protection of the Narmada. The
Sutlej doesn’t seem to possess any of
these charms to make people fight for its
youth. It is matter of disbelief if you
keep in mind the fact that the Sutlej
flows through schedule five tribal areas.
Tribal communities are praised for their
conservationism which results from
their dependence on the natural
resources and place-bound lifestyle.
“The rivers are our brothers, they
quench our thirst. The rivers carry our
canoes and feed our children. If we sell
you our land, you must remember to
teach your children that the rivers are
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allowed them the privilege to be
detached from even the springs nearby.
They constructed a common tank for
the village, purify water and distribute
it in all houses of Kinnaur. The young
Kinnauri girl is hardly interested in
living in Kinnaur, Sutlej is not even in
the picture. They are all educated and
dream about jobs in the government or
multinational companies in big cities.

“Tribal communities are praised
for their conservationism which
results from their dependence
on the natural resources and
place-bound lifestyle”

This disregard is manifested in the
spirit, objectives and goals of Him Lok
Jagrithi Manch. The activities of this
Manch are restricted to the issues of the
loss of local people’s rights and
livelihoods, danger to national security
and gross violation of tribal rights
environment, forest and revenue laws
resulting from hydroelectric projects.
The Sutlej itself – it velocity, the quality
of its water etc – was never the focus of
their agitations. Since Sutlej was not
utilised as a source of irrigation, farmers
are only worried about the variation in
macro climatic conditions and
suspended particulte matter levels that
might have a negative impact of the
quality
of
Kinnauri
apples.
Environmental activists are making a
huge fuss over the loss of naturally grown
chilgoza which cannot be regained
through compensatory afforestation. If
you realise how inconspicuous Sutlej was
in the lives of people, their stands will
sound logical and justifiable.
The question remains, who will lend
their voice to the Sutlej? If none one
does - when the subaltern Sutlej speaks,
it might just be devastating. ■
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Plastic ban: Little but not enough
The challenge of solid waste disposal in Himachal Pradesh
Mehak Singh and Mukund Rao
ispa, a small village in the Pooh
block in Kinnaur has traditionally
never had problems in disposing its
solid waste. Agricultural residues –
apples are a major source of income
here -- is recycled, re-used as compost.

R

Small towns in Kinnaur, such as
Reckang Peo, the district headquarter
are increasingly faced with the

“The only solution is a blanket
ban on all forms of plastics in
Himachal, including
bottled water.”

School children participating in the Safai
Abhiyan at Reckong Peo

Yet, even the state’s capital has had to
struggle with its solid waste. The
Shimla Nagar Nigam is responsible for
collecting and disposing bio-degradable
wastes. “Besides this being a
government job, I also feel that I am
contributing to help keep my state
clean”, says Gyan Chandra, who drives
one of the city’s garbage trucks.
Chandra works in four-hour shifts,
driving around town to pick up garbage
form major collection points. The waste
is deposited at the solid waste

Tibetan Border Police, eight local
schools, local police, and the public
works department.
Deshta concedes that the lack of an
efficient
solid
waste
disposal
mechanism in Reckang Peo makes such
periodic drives meaningless. Even if the
all the waste were to be collected from
Reckang Peo, it would still need to be
disposed off in the nearest valley. In
effect, all the Abhiyan achieved was to
make the waste invisible to Peo’s
residents by moving it to another place.

MUKUND RAO

A sign board indicating the penalty on improper disposal of
plastic waste

Ironically, Himachal
Pradesh ranks as among
the more progressive
states in battling the
menace of solid waste.
It was the first state to
ban the use of coloured
recycled polythene bags
in 1999. Earlier in
1995, the state had
passed the Non–
Biodegradable Garbage
(Control), Act. More
recently in 2011, the

MUKUND RAO

The practise is also followed with cattle
excreta; cowsheds in Rispa appear
cleaner than those in the plains. After
some time the semi-decomposed leaves
are then added to the compost pit.
However, the plastic onslaught has not
spared even this remote village. “With
the increasing amount of plastic waste
there is nothing we can do except roll it
down the hill”, laments Narendra Negi,
the former sarpanch of the village. He
rues how plastic waste like water bottles
are disposed off at Rispa.

state considered banning plastic cups,
plates and tumblers.

MUKUND RAO

Disposing human excreta is another
matter, however. The villagers at Rispa
practice a traditional technique for
converting human and animal excreta
into manure. After using the shotra
(toilets) the people at Rispa cover their
excreta with deodar, chilgoza, cheel and
pine tree leaves which suck out the
moisture from the excreta leaving the
shotra dry and clean. The practice is
called odiup, which not only reduces
the chance of infection but also cuts
down the smell.

challenge of what to do with their solid
waste. The district administration has
pitched in with periodic Safai Abhiyans
(cleanliness drives), such as one held in
June. “We organise these events to
make people realise cleanliness is
beneficial for the town and for the
health of the people”, explains the SubDivisional Magistrate Prashant Deshta,
who organised the Safai Abhiyan. The
Abhiyan brought together the Indo-

A Shimla Nagar Nigam waste collection
truck

management plant at Bhariyal at the
Tara Devi Totu bypass road. This plant,
set up under the Jawaharlal Nehru
National Urban Renewal Mission
(JnNURM), was inaugurated by prime
minister Manmohan Singh in 2005.
Here, waste is composted and
converted to manure and sold by the
government.
Chandra feels strongly about what
needs to be done to effectively tackle
the problem effectively in Himachal
Pradesh. “The only solution is a blanket
ban on all forms of plastics in
Himachal, including bottled water.” ■
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Spirited tales from the Baspa Valley
Collected and rendered by Anubha Tiwari and Yugal Raj Jain

e never believed in myths about life after death. For
him, the idea of an afterlife was absurd. The principal
of Shivalik Public School in Sangla, I L Negi had been your
ordinary academic sceptic.
But that is in the past.

Negi was returning after dropping the kids off with their
parents when he heard about the catastrophe.
Some member of his staff, Rajesh was enroute to his fields
late in the night. While crossing the river bridge, he
suddenly felt something tug at his shirt that pushed him
over the bridge and into the river.

If a person dies an unnatural death, his soul is believed
to live on. “Aatma bhatakti hai aur shesh reh jaata hai.
Unko aur jeena tha (the body dies, but the spirit wanders)”,
says Negi.

When Negi returned to his office after offering his
condolences to the boy’s parents, the situation had grown
murkier. It was said that the body of a lady had been
possessed by the spirit of a boy who had just died.

Talking about his belief in the myths of Kinnaur, Negi says,
"Kinnaur dev bhoomi hai, yahaan bhoot pishaat, rakshash ,
devi devte, kaali – sabka pracop padta hai (Kinnaur is God’s
land. It feels the presence of Gods, ghosts and devils).” One
such God is Banasur, whose wife, Hirma Devi had seven
children - three boys and four girls. Of the four girls, one
was confined to the river by her mother for engaging in
cannibalism.

Lying head down, this lady was waiting for Negi in his
office. “When I entered, I heard the dead boy’s spirit. The
voice, neither male nor female, told me that he was sorry he
couldn’t take his lecture on time”, said Negi. “The boy was
telling me ‘Principal sir, I’m very sorry, I took a wrong step.
A woman with long hair pulled me into the river. Now I
want to go back home. Take me to the hospital.’ For Rajesh,
his corpse had become his home now.”

Only the suicide of one of his colleagues was strong
enough to shake the foundations of Negi’s previously sceptic
nature. He said it happened in mid June this year. The
students of Shivalik Public School went for a picnic to
Harkothi. They had a gala time at the picnic and returned
late in the evening.

After this incident, the possesed lady placed a copy of the
Bhagwad Gita on her head and left the office. “I’m going
back home”, the voice said.

H

This incident shook Negi’s belief system. “How could the spirit
know that the boy’s body is at the hospital?” Negi wondered. ■

“ The body dies, but the spirit wanders wanders ”
he snake is the most revered animal in Sangla. A resident of the village, Vidya Negi said, “He comes here every year
which is why this festival of Deawal is celebrated with ritual, pomp and show. Then we worship him after which he
goes back.” When asked about how the snake knows which time of the year it is supposed to come, Vidya Negi replied,
“Don’t you doubt its power. He just knows when the time is auspicious.” It is one of the deadliest reptiles there is and perhaps
out of fear, it is called 'Nagdevta’. It is associated with the legends of many religious faiths. At times, it represents immortality
and a source of divine inspiration, hence the source of many mistrial stories and myths. ■

T

n Sangla, it is believed that there is a deity known by three names -Jai, Bairing, Naagji. His wife is called Hati Moti.
He had seven brothers, some of them settled in Shimla. As time passed, the legend believes, the deity took various
forms - a pig, a snake, a rat, but never a human.

I

In his last reincarnation as a rat, it is believed that he dug a tunnel from a place high in the mountains. This tunnel
channelled the water down to Sangla and formed a lake. Soon, people started to come and settle around this lake. This is
the story of how Sangla came into existence. ■
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Tangled with the other
The thorny issue of defining the outsider in Kinnaur
Ankit Dhingra and Yugal Raj Jain

One of many tourists in the area

impact on the environment and damage
the potential for tourism. Now, if
Kinnaur had a thriving tourism industry,
they would have lobbied against the
construction of these dams.”

AKSHAT JITENDRANATH

innaur is living through an
exceptional irony. People of
Kinnaur despise the outsiders and
blame them for the corrupt practices
that come from outside the district.
However, the people of Kinnaur
simultaneously send their children
outside, to bigger cities, for education.
This outlook isn’t seen as being in
conflict, but is accepted as a truth
without words being spoken in dissent.
To add to the confusion of
understanding this conundrum, the
’outsiders’ aspirations to harness
Kinnaur’s
rivers
to
generate
Hydroelectric Energy are brewing a
churn in the way people of the region
look at dams being built by big
corporations specifically, and the
outsider more generally. This is because
the outsiders’ aspirations are destroying
the
local
economy,
culture,
environment and social structure
hitherto practiced. These trends have
become evident now, and a conflict is
brewing in the eyes of how Kinnauri’s
view the “outsider”.

K

great good to communities that might
not have any other source of income.
“Where there is no source of income,
or regions that aren’t blessed with
resources, there, tourism should exist.
It can supplement the economy but
Kinnaur doesn’t require tourism we

Kinnaur was tucked away in the
Himalayas, known to the world as
‘Chini’ and left to lead its own way of
life. It was only after the 1962 war with
China that this remote and reserved
region started to open up. The place
wasn’t open to any outsider – outside the
district. Half a century since, the outlook
that despises the outsider hasn’t changed
but amplified. Take the very prominent
case of tourism. Narendra Negi, a
resident of Kinnaur has a few valid set of
doubts about the promotion of tourism
in his village, Rispa.

have a thriving local economy based on
horticulture. It is more than enough to
sustain us here”.
R. S. Negi, a retired IAS officer, now a
political activist in his home town,
Reckang Peo, holds a completely
contrasting opinion. He is of the view
that "Tourism can be an opportunity for
economic development. It will
supplement the local economy by
providing employment to many sections
of society". He feels that tourism could
even thwart the construction and
working of hydroelectric power projects
in the area, by acting as a lobby against
the hydro power industry. “When there
is a tourism industry in place, they can
act as a lobby against other industries
competing for the same resources. In the
specific case of Kinnaur, the construction
of dams and projects will have an adverse

He quips, “The life we lead now is more
than satisfactory, if we start accepting
strangers into our culture and into our
society only God knows what
influences they’ll bring with them.
What sort of cultural impact they’ll
have we all know.” But at the same time
he didn't reject the idea of tourism
completely, and said that it even did

“The life we lead now is more
than satisfactory, if we start
accepting strangers into our
culture and into our society only
God knows what influences
they’ll bring with them”

Narendra Negi had some pretty strong
opinions against tourism. But the same
person is completely aware of the fact
that almost the entire younger
generation of his village receives higher
education from outside the village.
There are no institutes for higher
secondary education established in the
village. In fact, the only presence of
schooling in Rispa is reflected in its
government operated primary and
middle schools. Lacchman Singh, the
principal of the primary school in
Rispa, says, “For higher education,
students go to Shimla, Chandigarh and
even New Delhi.” Families in Rispa are
wealthy enough to afford luxurious
lifestyles in metropolitan cities. They are
not hesitant on the monetary front to
send their children outside to study.
Playing on the same irony, once the
children of the region go outside for
higher studies, they don't wish to return
to the older ways of life in the village.
The adoption of foreign ways of living is
injected into the village society by the
children of the village schooled outside.
A strange effect of this unorthodox
influence of a foreign lifestyle into village
life is a change of perspective towards
development projects, including dams
along the river. Whilst stories of
resistance against the rise of these projects
always hit the news, there is perhaps a
slight change in the way people see these
projects now. Having made sufficient
contact with modern and urban
education, the locals are even beginning
to realise the advantages of these projects.
The way the Kinnauri is handling this
irony, and coming to terms with it, is
becoming more apparent. Whether it is
tourism, or education or even resource
development projects, people in
Kinnaur, in some way or the other,
support both sides of the argument. ■
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imalayan mountains are full of miraculous unearthed herbs. As per Hindu mythology,
Sanjeevani, the herb mentioned in Ramayana was fetched by the Hanuman from the mount
Dunagiri (Valley of Flowers) in the Himalayas, which had the capability to even cure death.

H

Vidyakaran Negi, a retired mountaineer of Sangla and a successful cultivator of herbal plants like
Bichu buti, Kadwa chuli, Van kakdi, Atees, Kadu, Kuth, Phulla, Dalai reveals that these herbs have
tremendous demand in international market.
Monica Yadav and Anurag Tiwari dig out the roots of few such interesting and incredibly useful herbs.
Photos by Shweta Gandhe

What pharma companies don’t
want you to know
nyone who has walked in the hills is sure to have experienced being stung by
Bichu booti (Stinging nettle). Widespread all over the temperate Himalayas, this
plant is completely covered with hollow stinging hairs full of formic acid. The stems
of the nettle contain a fiber and can be woven into cloth. The leaves have a high
vitamin C and vitamin A content.
It is used to treat rheumatism and sometimes even to activate paralysed limbs.

A

adu’s long creeping rootstock has
bitter taste. It contains apocynin, a
powerful anti-inflammatory agent, which
reduces platelet aggregation. Kadu is
antibacterial, laxative (in smaller
doses), stomachic, hepatoprotective,
anticholestatic (relieves obstruction of bile
salts), anti-inflammatory, anti-allergy and
antioxidant. It also modulates the immune
system and liver enzyme levels.
Kadu is useful in fevers, chronic
diarrhea, constipation, dyspepsia and
jaundice and also in auto-immune diseases
such as vitiligo and psoriasis. It is effective
in scorpion stings and snake bites.

K
Bichu Booti
Botanical name : Urthica diaica
Family : Urticaceae

Kadu
Botanical name : Picrorhiza kurroa
Family : Scrophulariaceae

an Kakdi (Creeping Cucumber) is
a climbing perennial herb with
several tuberous roots and slender,
branched furrowed stem bearing simple
tendrils. Root is stimulant and
purgative. Leaf has anti-inflammatory
properties against rashes.
It helps maintain a healthy skin
and is an important ingredient of
various skin conditioning lotions.

V
Van Kakdi
Botanical name : Solena am plexicaulis
Family : Cucurbitaceae

tivisa, also called Atees, is a well-known Ayurvedic herb, which is erect, perennial
and tuberous. Its root contains nontoxic amorphous alkaloids and is one of the
best bitter tonics for children. Ativisa is made into paste by grinding with honey and
administered orally.

A
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Ativisa
Botanical name : Aconitum heterophyllum
Family : Ranunculaceae
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Massive
hydroelectric
power plants,
apple orchards,
and pine and
deodar clad
hills zipped by
on the tortuous
300km
national
highway 22
that follows the
Sutlej river.
In Rispa, Hinduism and Buddhism blends seamlessly. The
Buddhist monastery in the village square has a central
platform with carvings of both Buddhist and Hindu idols.

A sumptuous Kinnauri
meal – mutton curry,
buckwheat rotis,
mushrooms and kheer
washed down with
apple and angoori
(grape) wine.

The mountain range of kinnaur is dominated by Kinner Kailash
and Jorkanden. As our driver explains: “Kinner Kailash and the
Kailash parbat are different. The former has a rock column that
resembles a shiv-lingam.”
“Hindustan ka akhri dhabba”. The
excitement of being so close to the
Chinese border was overwhelming.
Chitkul, the last inhabited village in
Kinnaur closest to the Indo-China border.
Architecture in Chitkul, just like in Rispa
and Sangla, reflects a blend of both
Hinduism and the Druk-pa sect of
Buddhism.

Dohru, a handwoven four-and-a-half metre long
woolen wraparound. Dohru is worn like a sari, but
with the pleats at the back.

When in Kinnaur…
Vignettes from our field trip to
Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh
(June 11 – 18, 2012).
Chavvi Sharda
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